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Finally up to a low base

A

dry winter season and high temperatures leading
into the Cup week had us primed for some great
flying, and the flying potential continued to grow
during the week.
Canungra has a big local flying scene, with people
flying XC any day it’s flyable, and there have been some
superb 100km flights in the last month in a variety of
directions. If you haven’t flown Canungra before there
is a huge variety of terrain within XC distance. The
Great Dividing Range sits 80 to 140km inland with some
stunning big peaks and range crossings are a real prize
when flying this area.
In 2013 we were able to explore the full variety and
potential of the local area in what was undoubtedly
our most successful Canungra Cup ever. As part of the

Canungra Cup 2013

Over back of Beechmont

The Canungra Cup competition has now been running
every year since 2000 in south-east Queensland’s Scenic
Rim. With an array of launch sites to cater for different
wind directions and a huge variety of terrain, we have seen
some very interesting tasks in the Cup’s history.
by Gavin Zahner

Thermalling before the dam crossing
All photos: Brooke Whatnall
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Sitting under the clouds waiting for the day to start
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Canungra Cup 2013
Crossing the dam towards Boonah

Crossing the Kerry valley

Crossing the border between QLD and NSW,
with Mt Barney and Mt Lindsey in front of us

Everyone reverting to Big Ears to wait for start cylinder

Adam Stott landing in goal, Woodenbong

Coming into Woodenbong

Leaving start gate
4
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organisation and task committee this year, I can say it
was really something to see so many new pilots in the
comp scene and to get such brilliant weather to put
smiles on their faces.
Our fleet of mini buses arrive on the Friday before
the competition, fitted with trailers, radios and GPS
units. Our busses and drivers perform a coordinated
retrieve for the week, but their first task is to collect our
interstate and overseas pilots from the airport. Before
long there are 80 pilots plus entourages and comp staff
in the pub for the Friday night rego. It’s a hectic 24 hours
to prepare for a week of safe task flying.
Varying wind directions had us flying off our four
main launches of Tamborine, Beechmont, Flying Fox and
Hinchcliff in the first four days with four vastly different
tasks, giving everyone a great tour of the area. Being
30km off the coast flying inland in easterlies is always
the preferred game at Canungra, but light northerlies or
westerlies can also provide some great flying and we got
the full array in four days.
The first three days days saw us battling some wind
and switching launch conditions, making it a challenge to
set tasks. Nevertheless, we had pilots in goal on each of
the first four days with 40 to 60km tasks. A good crew
of us had a delightful three-hour hike out from the aptly
named ‘locked gate valley’ just short of goal on task 4,
thanks to Phil Hystek for procuring the above mentioned
key – without it we might still be hiking.
Day 5 brought a trough and some impressive
thunderstorms, which gave us a good rest day right in
December 2013 | January 2014

the middle of the week. It’s often annoying to get days
during a comp when you’re just not sure whether to can
the day or not, it’s always more popular to see lightning
in the morning and give everyone a full day off. So pilots
took the retrieve busses and hit the coast or went peak
bagging inland. We also stacked in some good social
events during the week from barefoot bowls (don’t ever
challenge Wally Arcidiacono to lawn bowls), the ever
popular pizza night and we managed to pull 60 pilots to
the Thursday night comp BBQ, so all in all a pretty social
week. But the social events gave way to two epic days
to finish off the week which saw two of the best tasks
ever run in the long history of the Cup.
Friday was a classic forecast and did not disappoint.
Good sun and lapse rates, perfect clouds and moderate
NE tailwinds finally gave our task committee something
to play with. We set a 75km task over the main range
to Woodenbong – we’ve only ever crossed the range
twice before in tasks, once over Killarney and again over
Cunninghams Gap, so this time we headed for the Mt
Lindsay highway crossing which would take us over the
stunning volcanic plugs of Mt Maroon, Mt Barney and Mt
Lindsay. The weather played ball and gave us great race
start conditions and fast flying. Less than two hours
on course had us climbing out over the big peaks and
crossing the range and the border on final glide into
Woodenbong. Forty people in goal and most of us there
by 1pm, so we could have set a significantly longer task.
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Yet task based comps are not about big numbers on a
GPS, but more about interesting and varied flying and
sending people into great terrain. So to do that and get
half the field in goal was a fantastic day and a great race.
One of our local pilots, Jason Turner, went further and
flew over 192km straight line to show the full distance
potential of the day. It was a true Beechmont classic day
and it was great to get it during the Cup – definitely one
to remember.
Saturday had a similarly good thermic forecast, but
light NW winds sent us to Tamborine. We put our faith
in the forecast and set the longest task yet off Tambo,
with a 80km dog leg task inland into the light headwind.
Moderate conditions early on improved as we crossed
Wyaralong dam to a booming climb over Mt French where
15 paragliders, two sailplanes and a bunch of eagles all
rocketed upwards before a nice 15km final glide. Again
we saw half the field in goal which was a great way to
finish off the week.
Our minibus retrieve crew rounded everyone up for
a speedy return and a celebratory presentation dinner
at the Canungra Hotel. The last two tasks were two
of the best ever run at the Cup, it was great that so
many pilots got to taste the best Canungra has to offer.
Congratulations to our overall winners, Gareth Carter
and Antje Daehler, and all the other class and team
winners. The Canungra Cup will again be on in October
2014, so stay tuned for dates and we hope to see even
more pilots in 2014.
Full results of the overall and classes are
available at [http://highcloud.net/xc/comp_result.
php?comPk=116], [www.canungracup.org].

Who said it was a dry year again?

North line around Beaudesert

Amazing day over the border!
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Exmouth wirelocking

White Gum Farm, York, WA –
19 and 20 October 2013:

WM Maintenance:
Western Australia 2013
Two great locations and two more courses: GA, GFA, RAA and
HGFA – the word is spreading!
by Kev MacNally, HGFA Technical Officer

Exmouth 2013 course

W

estern Australia is always full of surprises.
Having been asked by Gavin at Birds Eye View,
Ningaloo [www.ningaloomicrolights.com] to
come over and run another course in WA (he had enough
students and ex-students to fill a complete course), it
was a case of looking for flights, accommodation and
giving ourselves enough time, just in case we had more
interest around the Perth area, as we did last year.
Otherwise everything else was handled directly by Gavin.
Thanks Gav – much appreciated!
Word of mouth had indeed spread that we were
coming over to WA again and Gordon from White Gum
Farm, York, contacted us to see if we had enough
interest to hold a course at their venue once again. We
put a couple of adverts out, but received little response
apart from one of Gordon’s students, who was keen to
do the course at York, rather than travel to Exmouth.
Luckily we managed to get some good flights from
Brisbane which gave us more flexibility with dates. Then
the rest fell into place nicely as we had both GFA and
RAA members contacting us for more details. We ended
up with four booked in, plus one of our HGFA members
who had travelled down from Exmouth and was on-site
at York at the time of the course.
York attendants with Foxbat
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The rain came down and at one point I thought I would
lose my voice trying to compete with the noise of it on
the tin roof, but we were once again lucky on the Sunday
to have clear skies for the couple of hours we needed to
complete the outside practicals.
Thanks to Gordon for your help and the loan of
three spanners to replace mine, almost confiscated at
Brisbane airport. Luckily we had driven to Brisbane and
had the car close-by to stow the offending items until
our return – I wasn’t about to hand them over to the
ground staff! Another lesson learnt, although I’m not
sure what mischief they thought I was going to get up
to on the aircraft with a couple of spanners.
We were lucky to have the owner of an XT912 on the
course who was more than happy to volunteer it for both
inspections and practicals. Thanks, Peter, it was very
much appreciated.
Everyone enjoyed the course and once again we were
treated to a wonderful selection of home-made pizzas

Exmouth marina, WA
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on the Saturday evening, this time thanks to the skills
of our HGFA member Garth Naylor – thanks, Garth. The
heat from the pizza oven kept everyone cosy and warm.
We didn’t see much of Gary this year as he is busy
improving his site at the moment and will shortly add a
fishing lake to the accommodation, hangars and strips.
It certainly is a great venue, so if you have the chance
to fly in, do so. Details are on their website (SkySports
Flying School [www.microlight.com.au/location]). Gary
also makes his wonderful EQ1 headsets, which are great
for use with trikes as well as three-axis aircraft.

Birds Eye View, Ningaloo,
Exmouth, WA – 26 and 27
October 2013:

York group instruction

On the Friday afternoon we called in to set up the course
material, ready to start early Saturday morning, then the
wind dropped and word went out that it may be flyable.
Six trikes took to the air to make the most of the late
afternoon calm and off we went for a quick local flight. It
was fantastic, with a Revo and XT912 Arrow leading the

Ken with his Revo, and getting instruction on it
SKYSAILOR
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HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses

WM Maintenance:
Western Australia 2013

Two-day courses covering

Line Maintenance requirements
for Weightshift Microlights,
including two-stroke and
four-stroke Rotax engines.

Classroom and practical
instruction for up to 8 people
per course.

Please contact Kev MacNally
on <kmacnally@bigpond.com>
with your details, if you
would like to be added to
our waiting list.
 ave more than 8 people
H
interested? Contact me for
details of a seminar for up
to 20 people.

Venues still required for 2014 courses.

Six trikes take to the skies

pack and myself bringing up the rear in an XT582 Cruze.
What a great way to end the day. Everyone enjoyed it so
much we all met up for a meal in town later.

York attendees

WM/Rotax Maintenance
Numbers to Date:
Number attended the 2011/2012 seminars:
27
(those who attended both,
have been counted once only)
Number attended maintenance courses:
63
Total attendees:
90
Number of WM/Rotax Maintenance
Endorsements attained:
51
(plus another three who will get their endorsements
when they become financial members of the HGFA
and have been issued with their membership number)
8
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Saturday – a full course once again, but this time
(unusually) a mixture of GA, RAA and HGFA. Blue skies
and warm weather – what else do you need? Well, our
attendees for one thing – one of our attendees had
missed his connecting flight and arrived late morning to
find everyone in the middle of the wirelocking practical.
With no time to waste, he was put to work and we were
able to come back to the hangar on Monday morning
to go through everything he missed, enabling him to
complete the whole course.
Sunday went well and we completed all the practicals
with everyone finishing the course in good spirits. In the
short time between finishing the course, flying back to
Queensland and starting to write this article, we have
already received a few emails from attendees telling us
they enjoyed the course and learnt so much that they
have already sent word out to other pilots they know,
ready for next year. Word of mouth is definitely the best
way to recommend these courses, in particular for other
types of flying.
In the HGFA, we have these articles in SkySailor as
well as Airwaves as a means to let people know about
these courses, but it is difficult to justify promoting
them to someone from RAA who would not immediately
benefit from a WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsement.
Having said that, the MoU meeting with RAA, held at
Narromine on the Saturday of AusFly, brought up some
interesting points that we are all working on at the
moment. The levelling of the playing field between HGFA
and RAA with regard to trikes is indeed in progress, and
I am very optimistic that it will be to the benefit of all
trike owners.
Safe Flying!

Exmouth practice
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At Lauterbrunnen, Switzerland,
in front of the Eiger

What a Year!

Stunning Annecy

Manilla Dreaming...

After many inspirational hours of on-line footage, today was
going to be the day. I give Curt, from Warren Windsports, a
call to enquire about learning to fly hang gliders…
by Brad Coleman

A

fter a brief introduction, he tells me: “It’s ON right now! Come on down.”
That’s what I wanted to hear – hoping I didn’t have to wait too long to get my feet off the ground!
Shortly after, my adventure into the sky began.
From that first moment of launching off Bald Hill, I was hooked! I’m sure my friends and family had realised
the level of my addiction, as I had the knack of diverting any conversation back to hang gliding… Ha, actually, not
much has changed since those early days.
After a few weeks of training, I received my restricted licence and the fun continues. I became a familiar face
at Stanny, and the ACT sites for that matter, for if it was ON, I was there! Curt even gave me a job for the day
driving for his tandem operation, I must say one of my best occupations to this date…
“Man, you should go to Manilla for the comp,” says Curt. Really? I’m not competitive (well I may be, but my
flying skills are still at a pre-school level), I’d only had a few thermic experiences to date and little idea of how to
tap into this illusive power of nature. Yet, down to Collector we went for a ‘Thermalling Clinic’ for a day before I
was to leave for the comp. The clinic involved me being remotely controlled from the ground by Curt on the radio,
enabling me to have my first ‘real’ thermic flight. Cool! Manilla it is…
By this time, I had become friends with a few guys who worked for Curt at the time – Wolfi, Alex and
Jonas – who decided to take me under their wing, so to speak, and give me some coaching for my first comp
challenge. I quickly realised that there is a great community of people involved in the sport, always willing to share
information, give advice and generally make the whole experience thoroughly enjoyable.
That first competition opened up a whole new world for me – for those who have not already gone along to
one, I highly recommend this as a great way to learn and expand your skills, plus hang with a great bunch of great
people. From my first ‘outlanding’, a mere 8km away, to a PB of 30km on the third day, to,“Mate, we’ll have you
flying 50km before the end of the week!” – I was having a ball!
10 SKYSAILOR

Elfer near Innsbruck, Austria
Photos: Brad Coleman
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What a Year!

Flying Mt Blanc, Chamonix, France

Dune du Pyla, France
12 SKYSAILOR

Well, the 50km didn’t happen, so, after spending a
day back home with my head still in the clouds, I jumped
back in my car and headed to Mt Borah once more. I’d
heard there were still a few blokes flying and like I’ve
said, I was hooked. I then had one of those days: Boom!,
– 70km (with a turnpoint over Manilla)! I’d managed to
piece together all those bits of information I had picked
up from friends and the odd book I travelled around
with at the time. I remember my excitement and the
excitement of everyone I told that day, including a huge
explosion of cheers and wohoos over the phone from
the blokes at team Warren Windsports. I felt so proud
and proud of my Moyes Malibu, which now had taken up
a permanent position, either on my car or tethered to my
back surfing the airwaves.
I wanted to try all the different styles of flying and
sites I could, from coastal ridge soaring, to duning (you
have to have a go at this!), to aerotowing the flatlands
(what a ride!) and even alpine thermalling! Try them all,
I say…
“Man, you should come to Europe!”, says Wolfi.
That was all the convincing I needed, “I’m in!” What
a plan: We were going to ‘road trip’ around Europe and
basically fly as much as possible.
First stop Austria, then off to Annecy, France, for the
French Nationals – what a stunning place to fly! I was
about to have my first experience on a double surface
glider in this absolutely beautiful setting, launching off
Col de Forclaz.
What a great week we had – fantastic flying, perfect
weather and a great bunch of friends to hang with, oh,
and the partying…
After Annecy, it just got better and better. We
travelled to some iconic sites, including Chamonix, to
fly with the Mt Blanc, to Lauterbrunnen, Switzerland,
and the Eiger! Bavaria, Innsbruck and the Austrian Alps,
Arangoiti, Spain, for the Pre-Europeans and even a visit
to the Dolomites, Italy.
Wow! There is nothing like thermalling up the shear
cliff faces of the Alps, sometimes to over 10,000ft,
and even then, still being able to see climbers on the
high peaks and, if you’re lucky, base jumpers hurtling
towards the ground, whilst being surrounded by the
most amazing 360º views you can imagine. What a
privilege to be able to experience, and not to mention
make some lasting friendships along the way as I’m
introduced to this global flying community of ours. Good
times.
Now I’m back in Australia, just in time for the
summer season to kick off. A bit of friendly banter and a
whole lot of interest from my mates about my European
Odyssey, then back to Stanwell Park, where it all began,
for a top landing session (been meaning to try that for
a while). Some fun free flying and a great time at the
‘Forbes Big Spring’ floater comp, where, once again, I
had one of those days: My first convergence experience,
almost 90km in two hours – a very humbling experience
to say the least, but that’s a whole other story…
December 2013 | January 2014
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Supine

Hang Gliding

Once I’m in ground effect I drag my feet to establish
a constant and suitable height off the ground. I try to
maintain this height while feeding the bar slowly out
and moving both hands to the handles ready to flare. My
cue to flare is when both hands are back on the handles
around my waist and then I simply raise them up to
achieve a very full flare.

Harnesses

Ready to try supine? I admit I’m no
authority on supine flying, but then
again, I don’t know anyone who
is. I’ve been flying hang gliders for
over 30 years and supine for over
18 months. I fly a topless glider
(Airborne REV) and I’ve only ever
flown it supine. I’ve got a couple
of thousand hours in hang gliders
and about 500 in paragliders, I’ve
also flown trikes.
by Jerry Furnell

H

ang gliding began with people flying in
seated harnesses. They soon switched to a
‘Superman’ view in prone. I flew that way all
my life until age caught up with me and it started to
become painful to fly in prone.
Five years ago I decided to give paragliding a go.
Great fun, easy and comfortable. After a few years I
decided it was simply too risky to keep flying that way
and I considered returning to hang gliding, but what was
I to do about the comfort?
For hang gliding purists I was about to commit
sacrilege and combine the best of PG with the best of HG.
I was prepared to sacrifice a little performance for a lot
of comfort. How much comfort? Well, it’s the fly-all-day
comfort that all PG pilots have and only the elite HG pilots
are fit enough to maintain.
My flying is 99% of for fun, 1% for competition (fun
too). I may not be as competitive in a supine harness, but
I can fly every day and never really tire or get sore. Flying

a hang glider in supine is first class comfort. I can’t think
of any other more convincing reason.

Launching

Flying in supine feels very much like flying in a trike. It
definitely feels different to flying prone, but the actual
conversion process is fairly natural. I’d suggest to try it
with a floater first before trying it on a more advanced
glider.
Launching and landing happen in a natural hang
position and feel identical to a prone harness.
You hang a little lower, so you have more
roll authority and this makes landing
easier.
I like to launch with my
shoulders behind my risers
and the spreader bar behind
my head. The launch run is identical to any other. If you
can launch well in prone, you’ll do well in supine. Once in

the air, it’s only a matter of hooking your heel into the
harness and sliding into it. That takes some practice,
but it’s a lot easier on a hang glider than it is on a
paraglider. There are no zips to do up.

Flying

Easy. It feels very
coordinated. Maybe this is
a feature of the REV, but I
don’t need to high-side when
thermalling or if I do, I’m totally
unaware of it. If anything, I have
to concentrate on flying slower
in light lift. Again, it gets better
with practice. I tend to sit up
more in my harness when
thermalling. It feels better.
On glide, I’ll lay right back unless the air is rough, in
which case, I’ll be forward.
The VG works as normal. The basebar does move
back towards you (or you move towards it) as you pull
on the VG. At full VG I can fly with my hands on the base
bar or lean right back and use the handles.

Landing

There are no zips to undo. If there is plenty of wind then
you can land in supine and rotate out of the harness at
the last second to land on your feet without much need
to flare.
Otherwise, I prefer to get my shoulders in front
of my risers so that I can initiate a full flare using the
handles. I prefer to get into hang early and use one hand
up, one down so I can accelerate to the ground.
14 SKYSAILOR
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In my opinion, the best harness is the Advance Lightness
with the inner foam removed. There are probably some
more aerodynamic harnesses, such as Gin Genie Race
2 which I’ve used, but they are heavier and don’t hold
their shape with the back protection removed. There is
also the slight issue with the harness catching on the
back wires.

What Else Do You Need?

You’ll need extension handles if you intend to use a
harness where you lay fully back. If you use a seated
paragliding harness, you are only semi-supine and may
not need the handles. I love the handles as they make
landing a cinch.
I’ve built over 15 handles from a range of materials,
including lightweight steel, plastic pool furniture tubing,
electrical conduit and various alloys. I currently use
double sleeved lightweight aluminium alloy. The handles
are tailor-made to suit my REV. They are attached with
reinforced velcro and a single pin.
It took multiple attempts until I was satisfied my
handles were super light, strong and rigid. They attach
quickly and don’t move about in the air and I can pick
the glider up with them if need be. I use a plumber’s pipe
bender to shape them and tennis racket grips to make
them warm and comfortable.
Making a good set of handles and fitting them to
your glider will be the single most time-consuming job
you’ll face. Good luck! Please don’t ask me to make you
a set.
You’ll also need a spreader bar. At first I made my
own and even designed it so I could raise and lower my
height in flight. This turned out to be unnecessary. I use
a spreader bar made by Finsterwalder-Charly, another is
available from Avian.

Aerotowing In Supine
First you’ll need a modified dolly.
The modification is simply to raise you up by 12 inches so your feet can go over the front of the dolly and
your harness doesn’t drag on the ground. The modified dolly is still perfect for towing in prone.
VG settings will vary with make and model of glider, but 1/3 is fine for towing in smooth air and 1/2 is
better for rough air. The reason is that in rough air you may need to come down to the tug quickly and the
extra VG enables this.
Prone harnesses have the advantage of being able to stuff the bar in, while supine is restricted to 80%
downward pitch.
I use the pro-tow system attached to the carabiners on my harness.
➲➲ Easier to adjust instruments – especially useful to
change VHF channels.
➲➲ Room for more instruments – like both a VHF and
UHF radio within reach (ever wanted to turn one
down or off?)
➲➲ Lightweight harness
➲➲ Better roll control
➲➲ Can wear paragliding boots – great ankle support in
rough paddocks.
➲➲ No zip to jam on your clothes or before landing

Disadvantages

[www.avianonline.co.uk]

[http://finsterwalder-charly.de]

Advantages & Disadvantages

To summarise, here are the pros and cons and my
personal observations on supine flying as I see them.

Advantages

➲➲ Extreme comfort – continued hang gliding when
flying prone can be painful
➲➲ Good for people with back/shoulder/neck problems
➲➲ Easier to see other gliders around you
➲➲ Easier to sight and analyse clouds
➲➲ Easier to sight instruments – they’re in your lap
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Other

➲➲ I find it easier to land using the handles to flare
➲➲ It’s debatable as to whether the glider is more or less
susceptible to that very rare event – tumbling, or
simply the same. I’ve flown in some pretty rough air
without incident and it isn’t a pleasant experience,
but then again being in prone wouldn’t make it any
less so.
➲➲ Modifications required include none to the glider, but
lightweight extension handles are added with velcro
and a single pin.

➲➲ Slightly more
drag from harness, spreader
bar and extension handles,
but none from
instruments
➲➲ Less pitch down
equals lower
top speed
➲➲ More time required to put
on the harness
➲➲ A special dolly
is required for
aerotowing
SKYSAILOR
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The Balkans
– – Bulgaria

My first overseas flying trip was to Bulgaria for three months.
Most of the time I spent with SkyNomad at Sopot with some
trips around Plovdiv, but the highlight was a trip to Schumann
for an XC competition…
by Stephen Noble

Take-off on Day 4

W

e started with a few warm up days before the comp. Twice I tagged along with Godfrey Wenness as he
reconnoitred a southern route across the Balkans. Once the comp started, I had good flights of 70 and then
120km on Days 1 and 2. The latter was memorable as one of the easiest big flights I’ve had – up to base at
2400m, glide to 2000m, top up at the next cloud… Godfrey, on the other hand, was filling the airways with expletives
as he scratched between 600 and 1500m, I constantly expected him to land, but he remained 10km behind me for
most of the way. He was, of course, expecting the next thermal to punch through the inversion, then overfly me on
the final glide.
My ‘Big Day’ started well, I climbed out with a small lead gaggle, then fell behind but kept them in sight. At about
30km, I flew in about 1000m under them all, hit a super thermal and climbed 400m above, then overflew them as
they scratched about, hit another good thermal and left them behind.
By about 80km, I slowed down and they rejoined me, we had to work harder for lift and the gaggle started to
drift apart. I crossed the 100km mark low near a small town and had to work very hard with another pilot to get up
again. We then went on a very long glide together to 125km, separated when height became critical with different
ideas – I cursed for a while when he found lift first and when I finally found some it was much slower and I watched
him disappear. Another big glide to 150km, followed by getting very low again and one last, very, very slow, sub1m/s climb for 30 minutes – I drifted 10km – then a final glide for 20km.
This flight was a new PB of 185km for me and the highlight was definitely the beautiful views – flying parallel
to the Danube for 100km. I landed with a local expert pilot in the same tiny village, meaning that my retrieve was
sorted. The local police came out to ask for our papers – maybe they thought there was an invasion from Romania.
The next day, I pushed too hard on launch and bombed while others had big flights, including the new National
record of 313km. On my re-fly everything felt wrong, it felt like I had a drogue chute slowing everything down and I
landed at the 20km mark. I had my retrieve drop me
back at the hotel, after which he drove for the next
12 hours to retrieve Godfrey from his 280km flight!
On the final day, we flew downwind back to
Sopot instead of the short crosswind task. This
was the route we reconnoitred prior to the comp
and I managed to nail the crossings, hit cloudbase
just after the start with a 30km/h tailwind, raced
to 80km until high cloud, higher wind and the road
home diverging away conspired against me. It did
save me a 150km/two-hour drive.

Left: Day 5
16 SKYSAILOR

August is the prime time for flying in Bulgaria,
I clocked up 80 hours. Flying so much, I suddenly
appreciated competitions with defined goals, for
Schumann it was just a bearing. In Sopot, and later
Slovenia, competitions limited the time I was flying so I
didn’t burn out – I still did, it just took longer.

Photos: Courtesy [http://airtribune.com/shumen-xc-open-2013/]

My ‘Big Day’ [www.xcontest.org/2013/world/en/
flights/detail:stanagle/9.8.2013/10:14 ]
December 2013 | January 2014
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Living the Dream

Last year, I watched a YouTube video(1) of a pilot flying the
stunning Dolomite mountains. At the time I thought to
myself, ‘That would be an amazing experience…’
by Mick Hill

Flying over La Marmolada (3342m)
the ‘Queen’ of the Dolomites –
highest in the Dolomite mountains,
and the highlight of my trip to Europe

A
Over the moon after flying over the Dolomites
in the most amazing conditions ever!

Flying the massive cliffs
up to the top of Sass
Pordoi (2952m), Italy,
was exhilarating
18 SKYSAILOR

fter making some enquiries, I heard the air was very punchy and for beginners such as myself it was safer to fly
there in September and October. The other issue was that the weather could be fickle.
Fast forward a year: During planning, I had at the back of my mind that one option was to come to the
Dolomites at the end of my trip through Eastern Europe – if the weather looked okay.
While staying in Budapest during said trip, I checked the forecast and there appeared to be a small window of
opportunity to fly the Dolomites. I immediately contacted an Australian friend who was in Austria at the time and
three days later we were flying the Dolomites together.
Base was 3200m and the wind was around 20 to 25km/h from several directions which made the air very active.
It was amazing to fly in a place I had only dreamed about before, although I was very much on edge as I get vertigo
when the mountains are higher than me.
The next day it rained, followed by a clouded in day,
but we still managed to fit a small flight in before the
rain, snow and gale force foehn(2) kicked in. We were
happy to have had one good flight and headed off. I
went to Belluno, Italy, to fly alongside the Polish Open
crew, then visited the amazing city of Venice, followed
by some lovely flying in Bassano Del Grappa. While I was
there, the foehn wind howled up to 100km/h in the
northern Alps.
As I was due to fly out of Munich before long, I kept
an eye on the forecast for the Dolomites since it was
on my way to Munich. The forecast promised for the
wind to drop only a couple of days before my departing
flight. Unfortunately, I needed to travel to Munich a day
early, so I pinned my hopes on an afternoon flight the
day before. I contacted another Aussie pilot who was in
Switzerland and gave him the heads up to meet me on
said afternoon in the Dolomites.
With high anticipation, I arrived that afternoon only
to see the forecast had moved a day and tomorrow was
December 2013 | January 2014

After flying over the top of La
Marmolada, I looked up at my wing
and said, “Okay, let’s go home.”
Photos: Mick Hill

now going to be ‘the’ day. The morrow dawned with
crisp, clear and dry weather. By 11am the perfect blue
sky was already decorated with a myriad of colourful
wings, like confetti at a spring wedding.
There appeared to be an inversion around 3000m
so I waited. About midday I noticed gliders punching
through the inversion and climbing above the mountains
– it was time to fly. I launched and thermalled up above
Col Rodella. The thermals were varied, depending on
the terrain they were rising from and how the valley
wind was influencing them. Some were large and slow,
others small and punchy. Thermalling up the sides of

the gigantic vertical cliffs was surreal. Before long, I
had captured all three peaks on video and the only one
remaining unconquered was La Marmolada, standing
before me. The immense size of this peak is truly awe
inspiring. As you fly towards this colossal massif, the
mountain flanks envelope you and make you feel very,
very small!
I flew over the sharp western spur onto the
southern side and worked my way up the cliffs with
determination. The thermals ripping up the cliff faces
were erratic and feisty. When I reached the top of the
‘Queen’ (the western summit), my wing pitched forward
as I was sucked skyward.
The bombardment of sen-

sory information at this point was explosive: Vario
screaming, cold wind biting my face, rustling voice of my
wing, wind whistling through lines and past my ears, the
rocky spire falling away beneath me and the blue black
sky beckoning above… Within seconds I was hundreds of
metres above, looking down at the Marmolada summit
and glacier, only 500m further along the ridge.
As I soared over the top of La Marmolada, I thought,
‘Wow, I made it!’ I looked up at my wing against the
inky sky and said, “Okay, let’s go home.” It was a truly
emotional moment.

(1)	[http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=a71bZ1YG68U]
(2)	[www.eniscuola.net/en/air/contenuti/air-inmotion/left/winds/the-foehn-wind/]

High above the Col
Rodella, looking back
at Sassolungo (3181m)
which I’d just flown over
December 2013 | January 2014
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Rainbow Beach and Teewah, QLD
Photos: Tex Beck
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News

At 200km a striking mountain line is an obstacle that
needed to be crossed. On the other ridge the southerly
increased so much that I could not aim for my goal any
longer and had to turn north.
Not having been to this area before, I found myself
surrounded by wilderness, no trace of villages, only a
few houses and again I was almost forced to land. I was
very glad when I was finally able to get to 2800m again
and spotted the tarred road to the west.
The southerly subsided so I could turn back to the
west. With a last thermal up to 2400m, I started my
final 30km glide. The old record stood at 303km and it
was nice to see the distance counter passing this mark.”
The Skywalk team congratulates him on his success!
[www.skywalk.info]

Ozone Mantra 6

HGFA National Office Closure
over Christmas period
Office Closes Friday, 20 December 2013 at 12pm
Office Reopens: Tuesday, 2 January 2014 at 10am
Please continue to communicate via
HGFA email <office@hgfa.asn.au>.

Merry Christmas To All!

Competition News

Ozone Mantra 6
Photo: Tex Beck

The competition will be held in Forbes, NSW, from
27 December 2013 to 4 January 2014. Experience
the brilliant flatlands flying conditions and local
hospitality of the town of Forbes, home to the 2013
World Championships. This is an aerotow comp with four
classes: Open, Women’s, ‘Forbes’ A-Grade and Sport.
Register and information at [www.forbesflatlands.com].
Vicki Cain, Moyes Delta Gliders

The flat aspect ratio is 5.5 and in size 16 the Everest’s
trim speed is between 43 and 47km/h, accelerated up
to 58km/h. The larger sizes (19, 21 and 23m²) are just
a little lower.
The elaborate material mix in the Everest does
not only focus on weight reduction, but durability too.
The mix of Skytex 36, Dokdo10 and Skytex 27 rib
material grants sturdy good performancefor many hours
of flying. Available sizes: 16 (2.16kg), 19 (2.37kg), 21
(2.58kg) and 23 (2.75kg) covering a pilot weight range
from 50 to 110kg.
U-Turn GmbH <info@u-turn.de>

The much anticipated performance XC glider from Ozone
is finally out. With a flat aspect of 6.9, a 0.8 trim glide
improvement and a 1.0 top speed glide improvement on
its predecessor, it represents a significant step forward
for this class and type of wing.
Being a true three-line layout, the M6 is aimed
directly at existing and traditional En-D pilots, to be a
comfortable glider to fly in all XC conditions. Existing
En-D pilots should fell at home on it immediately, even
though it has a faster top end speed than previous
Mantra models like the M4 and LM5.
Available in three standard colours: orange, purple
and lime green, in six sizes to cover a huge range of flying
weights, demo glider available now at OneSmallPlanet.
Gavin Zahner

Nova at Coupe Icare in Saint Hilaire

Coupe Icare is the world’s greatest free flight encounter
and took place this year for the 40th time. About
With 100,000 visitors over four days, every kind of
free flying, film festival, disguised flying, partying and
laughing – what a festival!
Triton 2 prototype wins L/D fun contest
The organisers called it the ‘World L/D Championships’
– and did not take themselves too seriously. It is a fun
event, conditions are never equal, you need luck to win
– yet it’s nice to come first. On Friday, Nova test pilot
Toni Bender achieved the longest flight on his Triton 2
prototype. He could push his paper-thin lead ahead of a
current comp wing. On Saturday, Nova team-pilot Kerim
Jaspersen managed the longest flight. Unfortunately
he started two minutes after the launch window had
closed. Before he gave it a try on a Mentor 3 (EN B),
resulting in the fourth-longest flight overall.
Back to the long awaited Triton 2: Nova is getting
there slowly. The Austrian brand says the demands
on the pilot will be identical to its ancestor Triton
(1), making it a ‘safe high-performance-wing’. It may
possibly receive even an EN C-certification, but that isn`t
the ultimate target.
Film Award for ‘Forgotten Island’ by Adi Geisegger
Photographer and filmmaker Adi Geisegger is a long-term
member of the Nova-gang. In addition to filmmaking and
photography, he contributes to designing the latest
generation of paramotor wings. Last year he released
his movie ‘Forgotten Island’. He accompanied a group of

Saint Hilaire
Photo: Nova-wings.com / Till Gottbrath

young paraglider pilots on their adventure to the island
of Socotra (Yemen). In Saint Hilaire, he won two awards
at the ‘Festival International du Film de Vol Libre et des
Sports Aériens’: One for the best paragliding movie
overall and the other for best camera work. Watch the
trailer at [www.forgotten-island.com].
Till Gottbrath, Nova

Australian National HG Championships 2014

The annual Forbes Flatlands are the only AAA comp on
the Aussie calendar and is now touted as the Australian
National Hang Gliding Championships 2014 and the
Australian Sports Class HG Championships 2014.

Jonny wins his 11th Canungra Classic Title!

The Canungra Hang Gliding Club hosted another top
competition with five great spring tasks. We had a
mighty fine top 20 with 19 pilots flying Moyes and Jonny
Durand taking out his 11th title.
Full results at [www.triptera.com.au/canungra/
classic2013/comp_result_T5.html].
Vicki Cain, Moyes Delta Gliders

Product News
Everest by U-Turn

U-Turn Everest
22 SKYSAILOR

The Everest is designed for hikers, mountaineers and
climbers who love to finish their trip with a glide down
to the valley. Ernst Strobl’s task was to develop a
sufficiently performing wing which did not add too much
extra weight and volume to the user’s luggage – the
result is durable and offers a lot of fun with a good glide.
Many pilots use their light-weight wing not only for
mountaineering but also for leisure flying. For this the
glider comes with extra performance and climb ability.

New German Record on Skywalk Chili

On the 25 October 2013 Skywalk team pilot Burkhard
Martens flew a new German XC record of 320km on his
Chili3 in Quixada (Brazil). His flight time was 8 hours 47
minutes at an average speed of 42km/h. In addition to
this, a second record is in the approval stage.
Burkhard: “After starting at 8am, the way west was
fast with a 25km/h tailwind. It was quite unstable and
after an hour became increasingly shaded. With 7/8 of
cloud layer I was fighting hard to stay up. On the plateau
at ‘Monsinor Tabosa’ the wind turned south, making it
hard to stay on my original flight route WNW to Piri Piri.
When I left the plateau, the sun came out again, but I got
close to landing before thermals became more reliable
and I could continue west.
December 2013 | January 2014
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Meet Lisa Bradley

Lisa teaching
Photo: Godfrey Wenness

for cross-countries. After flying at
Canungra, I really didn't want to
leave.
I have been running a school in
Queenstown since 2001. Teaching
is my passion and for me it’s hard
to beat seeing the joy new students
feel after landing as they learn hang
gliding or paragliding. After some
12 years of teaching, I have now seen many hundreds of huge smiles from my students
,and the last one is just as rewarding as the first.
With my new found love of Oz flying, I was super keen to get my HGFA qualifications.
No, the NZ ones don’t just transfer over, I was going to have to earn them. Although
becoming qualified required a lot of work, I
have no complaints as I have learnt so much
more from the comprehensive syllabus as
well as excellent instructors, including
Godfrey Wenness and Tony Barton.
I am delighted to have recently
attained paragliding CFI and hang gliding
FI. Thank you to all the wonderful pilots
who have been so welcoming, friendly and
accommodating. Thank you also to
the great instructors I have worked
with. The extra knowledge I have
collected is priceless.
I am eager to make a positive
contribution to hang gliding and
paragliding in Australia and would
like to thank everyone who has
helped in giving me this opportunity.
See you in the sky!

Australia's newest Chief Flight Instructor Paragliding is Lisa
Bradley, and she is our first ever lady CFI Paragliding.
by John Twomey, HGFA Operations Manager

FI Hang Gliding, Lisa Bradley

O

ur first and only lady CFI Hang Gliding was Tove Heaney who ran a very successful Flight Training
Facility for many years and was highly praised as an instructor by her clients and the HGFA
community. We also have a CFI Weightshift Microlighting, namely Lisa Ruffels, who operates a Flight
Training Facility at Bright, Victoria. Let’s hope this provides an incentive to more males and females to
learn, teach and participate in our sports.
Lisa Bradley has also recently attained her HGFA Flight Instructor Hang Gliding rating and is working
hard towards earning her CFI in that discipline; she already has a CFI Hang Gliding rating in New Zealand.
Lisa was asked to provide some background and comment for inclusion in this article acknowledging
her appointment. Her words follow. She speaks
from the heart and is a person who exhibits great
enthusiasm for our air sports.

In Lisa’s Own Words:

Dear free flying members,
Following my first hang gliding comp at Mt Borah
in 2010, the NSW State Titles, I fell in love with
Australia and its flying which is unlike anything I had
experienced elsewhere. Most of my previous flying
had been in New Zealand and while the scenery is
breathtaking, the flying is often challenging with
strong winds and abundant sea-breezes – difficult
Lisa at Canungra
24 SKYSAILOR
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Forbes

Big Spring Floater Comp

The first all Floater Class hang gliding comp was held in October this year at the Forbes
airstrip. It was arguably the feel-good flying event of the past year.
by Louise Warren

T

he event was hosted by our school, Warren
Windsports, and supported by the amazing
Vicki Cain, Michelle Taylor and the awesome
Moyes tug crew. Warren Windsports, not only teaches
beginners to fly, we also help pilots progress through
their Intermediate and Advanced ratings and gain
ratings such as aero- and ground towing. Curt and I
both see the need for supportive experiences to keep
pilots in the sport and flying safely. The learning never
stops in hang gliding, no matter how long you do it, and
therefore neither does the need for teaching. Flying
comps is no exception, there is so much to learn – using
your GPS, setting a route, following a task, start circles,
launch lines, thermalling and landing out (essentially an
emergency landing). These factors can be overwhelming

Line Manager Vicki

for newer pilots and in some cases present barriers to
entering comps at all.
This was the first comp that Curt and I had ever
run and the idea was to make it fun, accessible for all
levels of pilots and see progress in their flying skills.
We also liked the idea that it would keep
the playing field more level between the
experienced advanced, the intermediate
and the novice pilots (some of which
had never landed out before). This
way all of the pilots could mingle for
longer in the air and learn from
each other and it was a chance
to get flying on the long
weekend for those
who didn’t have
the time to go
to Canungra.
Curt pitched the
event to me as a fun holiday
for the family: camping and relaxing
by the river on Marco’s farm, tandem
flights, patting baby lambs and eating pears off the
trees and, of course, food from the Mezzanine.
In actual fact, there’s an awful lot that goes into
organising a comp – it’s not exactly a country getaway
or as work-free as Curt suggested. Getting everyone
VHF rated for the comp was no mean feat, as well as
pilot registrations, waivers, downloads and scoring (and
that’s more difficult than it looks, I now know). Not to
mention the five-hour drive with two young kids, late
nights and showers at the airstrip…
Although some things did deliver as promised,
camping at the farm, the Mezzanine and the showers
at the airstrip were surprisingly delightful – and most
importantly, I think, we achieved what we set out to do.
We were fortunate that the Forbes spring weather
was awesome for the three-day event and all the pilots
stayed fat and happy, thanks to the gourmet meals
cooked nightly by Vicki, Molly and Michelle.

Steve MacCarthy’s
Dragonfly

Day 1: Here we go!
A 51km task and a gaggle quickly formed
above the launch line. Jorj Lowrey, flying her Fun
160, was early to head out on course and lead the pack
for a while. At first, some of the newbies had trouble
‘cutting the umbilical cord’ and committing to leave
the paddock. After a couple of re-tows, they gained
confidence and went out for their first ever XC flights.
Forbes has plenty of big paddocks and friendly farmers,
so why not?
Day 2 featured a strong NW wind. The safety
committee decided it wasn’t a good day for a task in

Spring Floater Comp from the air

Daniel taking off

Dave May
Andrew Luton foot launching

Daniel
Blaino
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Bill Moyes

Spring Floater comp contestants
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Brad Coleman takes off
All photos: Raphael Masters
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Forbes

Big Spring Floater Comp

Steve MacCarthy
Howie

XC Overall Results:
Line up for take-off

Ted

a comp setting, but would keep the day open for those
who felt comfortable to free fly.
A few pilots decided to make the best of it – like
Brad Coleman, who flew 87km in 2:01 hours, riding a
wave of convergence! Brad has written about his flight
for SkySailor, so be sure to look out for it.
On Day 3 we had a spot landing contest in the
morning. This kept everyone entertained. Tim Causer
came in early with a landing right on the spot circle, but
left the title up for grabs since he dropped his basebar!
Andrew Luton, who was on fire for the whole
weekend, got everyone’s attention with a well lined
up approach and nailed the landing right on the spot!
Taking out the trophy, and another one of Molly’s day
winner cookies.
Howard Jones, the freshest pilot in the paddock with
less than 10 hours under his belt, earned an honourable
mention with a wonderfully wobbly approach that landed
him on the outer fringe of the spot. Very impressive!
There were many ‘Oohs’ and ‘Ahhs’ from the
spectators – it was a lot of fun.
The Day 3 task was a 55km course to the north, with
one turnpoint along the way. The pilots skirted the west
side of Parkes airport. Quite a few pilots needed to get
a relaunch before they were happy and high enough to

Text book take off

1. Andrew Luton
2. Simon ‘Ironman’ West
3. Mark Sullivan
start on course. It ended up being a technical day, with
the top flights coming from a mix of pilot-levels.
At Forbes Big Spring all our pilots were VHF radio
operators, as CASA has been granting less exemptions
for VHF use for comps. This is the first ever comp
without an exemption and we were glad to see that
we can still fly XC, run a comp and abide by these rules
without any issues. We have set up an online course and
exam to help pilots anywhere in Australia obtain their
VHF operators licence and would encourage all pilots
to get rated, so hang gliders and paragliders can keep
flying XC within the vicinity of non-towered airstrips.

Tony Masters on tow
Andrew Luton, comp winner

fabulous Forbes Aeroclub, Anni Tilsdley for taking care of
Vicki, Molly and Michelle and Frank Spice Automotive for
donating a Honda quad bike which was vital to maintain
an efficient launch line.
Many thanks to Vicki, Molly and Michelle – it’s
impossible to state just how much they do, from cooking
food to planning first aid, NOTAMs, ads for local drivers,
giving advice for accommodation to telling pilots to get
themselves back in the air and try again, and not to
mention, running the smoothest tow line ever! They’re
super organised and busy with so much, but you would
never think it from how much fun they have.
And then there’s Curt, who comes up the ideas and is
propelled by just wanting to help people fly and progress
their skills and knowledge. Curt is also a master at
surrounding himself with the right people to make his
ideas work (aka everyone mentioned above).

A Special Mention
Of Some Awesome PBs
Probably the highlight of the entire comp for me was
Justin Gilmour’s Task 3 flight. His previous PB of three
kilometres only just qualified as an XC flight. Justin
called me early in the afternoon on Day 3 and in an
incredulous tone said, “Umm, I’m in goal,” – 55km away.
On Day 3, Simon West thermalled his way to goal and
into second place overall. Only a few weeks earlier, he
had been learning to aerotow with Curt.
We really have to thank everybody who came to the
Big Spring comp and helped create a great vibe for the
whole experience – the pilots who brought their great
attitudes and willingness to help others, along with the
drivers and volunteers. Bills Moyes and his tug crew,
Marco, Blaino, Brendan, Steve and Peter who are so glad
to help pilots get airtime.
The local Forbes community has always been super
supportive of our hang gliding out there, particularly the

Curt and Wiley
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The XCFiles

pressure. On the small end of the continuum one would
find convergence of buoyant slope flows. This would
be particularly common on a light wind, convective, day
when the sun is high in the sky. These buoyant flows
make their way up various sides of a mountain and tend
to converge at the summit or crest line. This increases
our chances of finding lift there.

Tips and tuition for paragliding and hang
gliding pilots – from beginner to expert, there’s something for everyone.
from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

Convergence:

The Local’s Advantage

Convergence is your friend, says Honza Rejmanek, but
working out what’s going on requires smart thinking.

Perhaps the most elusive types of convergence
are those found on a scale between the two above
mentioned extremes. A great example of this is when
the topography channels two distinct valley winds onto
a collision course. The topography has to be just right.
Otherwise the winds might only form a confluence and
continue snaking along merrily in a horizontal fashion
without providing much lift. The best topography will
minimise escape options for the colliding air. The air
will have nowhere to go but up. How far this converging
air goes up is still dictated by the day’s environmental
lapse rate. Nonetheless, an area of strong convergence
can locally cause a significant bulge in the convective
boundary layer top. As a fortunate pilot topping out in
such a convergence you would see clear air to both sides.

Photo: Courtesy XCmag

I

t is a big valley crossing. The thermals you are
enjoying on the upwind and sunny side of your ridge
are certainly not giving you the height to make the
crossing on glide. In fact, the thermals are only letting
you get about 200m above the crest line at best, even
if you search in front. Each time you top out in one of
the thermals, you see that you are near the top of the
convective boundary layer and above you the air is
cleaner. Well, maybe 1,700m above sea level is as high
as you will get today.
Staying up on this side of the ridge is fine, but it soon
loses its challenge. You have tried the valley crossing in
the past. It has not been successful. In fact, it entailed
gliding through some moderately turbulent, fast sinking
air and then resulted in having to land in strong valley
wind. So why go over the back again today? Why cut
short an enjoyable flight? Because, if you somehow
manage to cross the big valley and get up on the other
side, you will fly to a place you have never flow to before.
If you are flying in a place where few ever fly, then you
just might fly to a place no one has ever flown before!
This is a challenge that makes you decide to go over the
back if you get 200m over your ridge again.
Being a thinking type, you decide to venture further
up your ridge before trying the same wide valley crossing
that has failed you several times prior. In the past, the
valley has been dismal as far as thermals are concerned.
It is a long shot.
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Sure enough, soon after you commit, it begins to feel
like a mistake. Less than a kilometre in the lee and you
are back at ridge level, but there is certainly no turning
back now. Choppy sinking air is what you are in. Actively
flying downwind in the lee, you quickly lose another
200m. Then, unexpectedly, the sink decreases, as does
the tailwind, and then the vario begins to chirp. It is not
just a temporary respite from the sink, but something
here is going up! It is actually going up quite fast! And on
the base of the shady lee slope of all places!
You begin to circle. This is the strongest thermal
you’ve had all day. You take it up to 2,100m. You leave
the hazy air below. You finally cross your big valley and
get a chance to fly new mountains. What great luck, to
have found such a great thermal in such an odd place.
Curiosity has you making a similar flight just days
later. Sure enough the same area, well in the lee and
at the valley’s edge, gives you the same great lift. In
fact, it turns out that this region of the valley seems
overly abundant with thermals, even in the late evening,
long after the valley has fallen into shade. You begin to
suspect what might be going on…

Convergence Lift
The missing piece of the puzzle is convergence lift. This
form of lift is often presented as the third form of lift,
the first two being ridge lift and thermal lift.
It is important to realise that natural phenomena
are often best described on a continuum, rather than

Locating this
type of convergence
is not trivial. Study
of topographical
maps can hint at
probable regions
but often you
just stumble upon
a convergence.
Driving
along
valley floors and
being conscious of
the direction and
strength of the
valley wind can yield clues to what might be happening
in the sky above. On the valley floor a clue might
be driving from a region of strong valley wind to a
region of significantly lighter valley wind over a short
distance. Certainly driving into a wind coming from the
opposite direction would be good reason to suspect
convergence overhead. If the air is sufficiently humid
then convergence zones can be topped by cumulus
clouds.

In The Air
Once airborne, it is important to recognise when you
have indeed stumbled into a convergence. Now you can
try to exploit your fortunate predicament for all it has
to offer.
If the convergence occurs frequently and if you
are not the first to pioneer the flying site then it is
more than probable that the local pilots have already
identified it. The observant locals have probably even

learned how the convergence evolves throughout the
day and on what types of days it is most likely to set up.
Certain flying sites have an ideal window for launching
in order to get in the convergence. This is because in
some places a convergence line migrates and does not
stay put geographically. Information regarding if, when,
and how much a convergence line migrates is best
obtained from an experienced local pilot. On days with
light synoptic winds it is often the case that valley winds
set up in a predictable fashion. It is thus no surprise
that sites prone to convergence show some regularity
regarding when and where the convergence sets up.
If you are fortunate enough to take advantage of a
convergence then you just might get a shot at an
XC flight that might otherwise have been short of
impossible. Enjoy!
Illustrations: Courtesy XCmag

as discrete categories. We know that ridge lift and
thermals can occupy the same space. In a similar fashion,
thermals and convergence tend to be found together.
Even areas of widespread convergence will have more
buoyant plumes embedded in it.
Convergence can be found at many different scales.
The largest areas of convergence can be hundreds
of kilometres wide as is the case in a region of low
December 2013 | January 2014
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The XCFiles

and climb on 2.5-4 l/min, so 1.5 is a generous supply for
a less aerobic activity. Brad taps into local welding or
hospital supplies to top up his lighter weight, composite
O2 bottles.

Tips and tuition for paragliding and hang
gliding pilots – from beginner to expert, there’s something for everyone.
from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

How do you manage
to stay warm?

JS: “Feet: double plastic climbing boots are good. Hands:
big mitts with inner gloves and hand warmers if going
to 7,000m – barely adequate. Face: plastic visor on a
full-face helmet is good. Body: just a couple of jumpers/
leg warmers under Windstopper, or fairly lightweight
down.”
Brad highlights the same layered-glove principle but
points out that cooking on the ground waiting to take
off fully dressed is a concern. He started flying a pod
harness in 2009 and wonders what took him so long!

What are your contingencies
for crashing/landing out?

Flying at Altitude
You might not be aiming for 7,000m but the effects of altitude
start much lower than that. Medicine man Baz Roberts looks
at flying high.

A

s a (lapsed) high altitude climber interested in
high altitude medicine, and now a paraglider pilot, I
am in awe at the Himalaya flying accomplishments
of John Silvester, Brad Sander and others.
I know what it feels like to be starved of oxygen and
to navigate the seemingly endless glaciers of the Greater
Ranges. Yet I find it hard to reconcile the apparent risks
involved in this league of flying.
I also know that perception is everything and needs
to be challenged: Are the risks really that extreme?
And what can these pilots teach us about this hypoxic
playground?
I caught up with John by email before he recently left
for India, and Brad took time out of his corn harvesting
chores to speak to me from his pickup on the flatlands
of Minnesota.
John has been paragliding in the Karakoram and
Himalaya for 20 years, and Brad is known for his
pioneering flights in Pakistan, where in 2009 he flew a
249km route reaching 7,750m.
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What do you do to acclimatise?
What’s your regime?

JS: “Nothing really, just hope the weather is not
totally perfect for high altitude flights when we first
arrive at the flying venue (Hunza usually).”
BS: “Not much.”
Dig deeper, and in truth, both pilots follow a
pretty sensible regime involving trekking and sleeping
progressively higher between 2,000m and 4,000m.
Their trips last a month or two so they don’t rush to
acclimatise and allow their bodies to adapt (for example,
to develop an increase in oxygen-carrying haemoglobin).
Time-limited pilots beware. UK mountain medicine
expert Dr Jon Dallimore advises: “At altitudes above
3,000m the speed of ascent should be gradual. Overall
height gain should not exceed 300m a day. The altitude
at which sleep occurs is critical. It is best to climb high,
sleep low. Between 40 to 50% of people ascending
rapidly to 4,200m will experience the commonest
symptoms of acute mountain sickness, brought on by
changes in blood oxygen and carbon dioxide levels.”
Race up to 5,000m and that number jumps to 80
to 90%.

JS: “Up to now, none. You are on your own. I will probably
carry a sat phone or SPOT in future.”
Brad: “If you think you need to fly with rope,
crampons, ice axe etc you’re prepping yourself wrong if
you think that gives you a bigger safety margin. If you
don’t land where you plan to at 5,000m, you’re pretty
much dead. You have to be much more independent. You
don’t have the backup. Maybe it’s not such a bad idea to
fly alone. What’s your partner going to do?”
Brad does fly with a SPOT, satellite phone and pays
for a US$10k helicopter rescue bond.
Photo: Courtesy XCmag

What effects/symptoms of
altitude have you experienced?

JS: “Over 6,000m I have to try to be more ‘fearful’. If
I watch headcam video of a day’s flying I realise my
safety margins have become much slimmer at altitude.
Also, decision-making ,such as the glide angle over
serious terrain where landings are impossible, becomes
more optimistic. Hyperventilation between 6,000m and
7,000m is a problem when doing stressful chores like
changing camera batteries. Your hands are off the
controls and you are trying to work fast with cold
fingers, worried about dropping things and hitting big
turbulence and losing control of your wing.”
John’s right to stress that hypoxia is a risk. UK
Royal Air Force doctor Squadron Leader Andy Grieve
explains that during pressure chamber simulations of
high altitude, it is higher-level brain functions that
deteriorate first. Making calculations and reading
instruments are affected. Speech becomes slurred and
reduced vision and giddiness can be experienced.
He cautions: “Beware of stress/anxiety-induced
hyperventilation (over breathing that reduces blood
carbon dioxide levels) that could be devastating if
accompanied by carpo pedal spasm – a temporary
crippling forearm spasm – and therefore an inability to
reach or control the glider’s brakes.”
Brad flies with the magic bullet: bottled oxygen.
He breathes it at 1.5 litres per minute (l/min).
Comparatively, high altitude climbers sleep on 0.5 l/min
December 2013 | January 2014

What advice do you have for
pilots who want to progress to
such high flying?

JS: “Don’t be too daunted by the flying. It might be
a big step up from the Alps, but in essence it is still
paragliding. If you go deep too soon, and land, then
you might be having a much bigger adventure than you
anticipated. The terrain is huge, and simply walking out
might involve lots of climbing, glacier travel and river
crossings. Your body might work well at altitude, if not,
5,000m is still [high enough] to have some amazing XC
flights around the biggest mountains on earth.”
BS: “It’s not this extreme place although it’s
psychologically intimidating. I liken it to free soloing an
easy route on El Capitan; fine if it’s within your flying
ability but ugly if it goes wrong. Get out there. Don’t
spend years preparing. You’ll build it up too much. Don’t
do anything big [at first].”

What’s the next big leap
in high altitude flying?

JS: “8,000m would be nice, but over a very high summit
would be better.
‘Climbing’ an 8,000m peak from the valley and back
to the valley next day (or even same day) would be
awesome and may be possible for an acclimatised and
experienced pilot and mountaineer who is very good at
top landing at altitude. But I think this is still a long way
off, although to me it would bring a paraglider to the fore
as the new tactical weapon for a new breed of ‘alpine’
ascents in the Himalaya. Land at 7,000m on a snowy
shoulder having avoided all the dangerous approach
crevasses, sprint to the summit and glide off at dusk
December 2013 | January 2014

Photo: Tex Beck

Symptoms of Acute Mountain Sickness
➲➲ Headache
➲➲ Fatigue

➲➲ Breathlessness
on exertion

➲➲ Dizziness

➲➲ Nausea and/
or vomiting

➲➲ Difficulty
sleeping

How high is high?

The medical problems at altitude stem from hypoxia, a reduced amount of blood oxygen due to decreased atmospheric
pressure and a corresponding drop in the partial pressure of oxygen. At sea level the air is rich in O2 and a healthy
human will have a blood oxygen saturation level of very close to 100%. O2 saturation can be indirectly measured with
a small, portable finger pulse oximeter. AMS (acute mountain sickness) commonly occurs above 3,000m where the
pressure is 70% that of sea level. At 5,000m it’s 50%. At the summit of Everest (8,850m) the pressure is just 29%,
at the edge of human survival without supplementary oxygen.

Take a wrap

Thinner air means faster flying: everything happens significantly quicker, including taking off, landing and reserve
rides. It’s imperative to land into wind and beware of strong valley winds. Remember too that UV exposure at high
altitude is greater. Protect your eyes, skin and equipment.

back to a hotel. Boivin, Profit and Escoffier starting
using them as descent tools in the 80s but since then
they have been forgotten.”
BS: “I’m surprised there haven’t been more mountaineers crossing over to paragliding. Young, fit climbers
willing to vol-biv and camp out with the flying skills to
match. I can envisage high bivys – the first 6,000m top
landing. More well-rounded athletes (like in the X-Alps)
tagging and circumnavigating new peaks. In five years
people will have done things that eclipse what has been
done. High altitude flying is still in a new phase.”

Show up

In some respects John and Brad diverge in their approach
to flying at altitude. A bit old school, new school. No
offence meant. What they share in common is a genuine
and likeable modesty about their groundbreaking flights
and their vision for future flying in this arena. They are
too modest to consider themselves what they are –
inspirational, extreme risk-taking pioneers. Brad extols,
“Show up. Be ready.” I think I just might.

Thanks to John and Brad for their generous insight
and to Dr Jon Dallimore and Dr Andy Grieve for their
medical expertise. See [www.bmc.co.uk] for mountain
medicine advice.
The Author: UK based pilot Barry Roberts has been
the commercial director of Wilderness Medical Training
(WMT) for 20 years. WMT runs medical training
courses for all types of adventurers and welcomes
pilots [www.wildernessmedicaltraining.co.uk].

HGFA Document
Map System
HGFA Document Map Register has been
developed to create a version control
system for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and
Syllabus, which will allow all to view
and access the HGFA documentation
structure. Due to recent Entry Control
Procedures placed by CASA, the HGFA
Document Map will assist in meeting
compliance obligations.
A single point of access to view the
HGFA Document Map Register and
forms are available on the HGFA
website location:

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’
The objective is to ensure the correct
Version Control is used at all times by
members, HGFA Instructors and HGFA
National Office.
Current Version: v2.0 Oct 2012
HGFA Office Manager
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Events Calendar

2013
December

The Distance Freeflight Project
10 to 19 December 2013

Outback Australia. A team of four pilots will chase individual
distance records or a new Australian distance record, footlaunching from regional hills or truck-towing. We expect big
drives, tricky retrieves, hot hikes, late nights and flights
lasting 9+ hours for 100s of kilometres. Team pilots are Adrian
Laing (PG), Dave May (HG), Stephan Guilbert (PG), Curt Warren
(HG). See [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/events/distance].

Forbes Flatlands – with Australian
Nationals & Sports Class Championships

27 December 2013 to 4 January 2014

Forbes, NSW. AAA sanction. Eight days of flying plus one
practice day. Four classes: Open, Women’s, A-Grade* and
Sports**. (*Pilots who have never placed in the top 100 on
the FAI WPRS ranking, the Women’s and A-Grade will fly and
be scored in the Open Class as well. **Sports class will have
a shorter task set each day.) Trophies: All four classes plus
the Forbes Council encouragement award. You will need: well
maintained HG and harness, GPS or GPS/vario, tow release and
bridle, recently repacked parachute, helmet, current HGFA
membership, VHF rating and equipment, aerotow rating. Cost:
$300 entry fee plus $300 tow fee which includes unlimited
tows, awesome flying, fun and the closing presentation BBQ
meal. Aerotow: Organised by Bill Moyes himself. Retrieve: You
need to arrange your own retrieval team, we can help with
match making just contact us. Headquarters: TBA. Schedule:
Registration at HQ from 9am to 12pm and 4 to 8pm on
Friday, 27 December (you must register before you practice
fly). Welcome briefing at HQ at 8:30pm on 27 December.
First comp day is 28 December, the last 4 January 2014.
Presentation: Saturday, 4 January, location TBA. Organiser:
Vicki Cain, ph: 0410 331883 <vicki@moyes.com.au>, [www.
forbesflatlands.com].

2014
January

Corryong Hang Gliding Cup
5 to 11 January 2014

Mt Elliot, NSW. Organiser: Dustan Hansen, ph: 0402 791231
<dustan@optusnet.com.au>, [www.corryong.com].

Bright Paragliding Open
11 to 18 January 2014

Mystic, Bright, VIC. AAA sanction. Organiser: Brian Webb, ph:
0417 530972 <brianmwebb@alpineinfotech.com.au>, [www.
brightopen.org].

February
Manilla XC Camp
1 to 8 February 2014

Photo: Tex Beck
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Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. Free event for XC pilots of all levels.
This may become a round of the XC Open World Series at a later
date. Informal distances are scored using one of the online
systems (your choice) or straight line Open Distance off your
GPS. Come for as many days as you like, fly as far as you can,
fly with and learn from some of the best XC pilots. Many pilots
(of all levels) achieve PBs in Manilla each year. Mt Borah has
four huge astro-turfed launches for nearly all wind directions,
easy landings and was developed for the 2007 Worlds. The
Manilla area offers some of the world’s safest XC flying for
all pilot levels, from novice to expert, with some thermalling
experience. Daily weather briefings by Godfrey Wenness,

Tandem

tips and trick sessions, campfire discussions, regular day
prizes and scoring updates in all classes (Fun/Sport/Serial).
Pilots with Open Class gliders are welcome to attend but
won’t be scored. Camping ($7/night, $9/night powered) and
cabins available on site, new cafe and licensed bar, two camp
kitchens, BBQ, swimming pool. Contact: <godfrey@flymanilla.
com>. Book your holidays now for a great week of XC flying!

Landing
Backwards

Ozone Corryong Paragliding Open
15 to 22 February 2014

Corryong, NSW. AAA Cat 2 event. This superb flying area is
based in the foothills of the Snowy Mountains and offers
some of the best flying in Australia, come and see why. Event
website [www.corryongopen.org] or contact organiser David
Gibbs, ph: 0429 775554 <djgibbs67@gmail.com>.

NSW Hang Gliding State Titles
16 to 22 February 2014

Manilla, NSW. AA sanction. Organiser: Allan McMillan, ph:
0400 637070 <committee@nhgc.asn.au>, [www.nswst.
williamolive.com].

WA State Championship
23 February to 1 March 2014

Merridin, WA. Organiser: Richard Breyley, ph: 0417
986896 <richard.breyley@matsa.com.au>, [www.
goldfieldsdustdevils.com].

After three years of talking about it,
my cousin Seb has finally accepted
a ride in the tandem hot seat.
Shortly after launch, he has his
hands on the glider’s dual controls,
thermalling above the lake at 1400m
agl – everything is perfect!
by Roger Stanford

SIV Courses with Jocky Sanderson
SIV 1: 24 to 27 February 2014

Briefing for Course at 1900 on 23 February. For more
information on SIV & XC courses & bookings/availabilty,
contact <Roger@skyoutparagliding.com> or <Jocky@
JockySanderson.com>.

March
SIV Courses with Jocky Sanderson
SIV 2 + XC Flatlands: 1 to 11 March 2014

First time offered in Australia. Briefing for course at 1900 on
the 28 February.

SIV 3: 13 to 16 March 2014

Briefing for course at 1900 on 12 March.
For more information on SIV & XC courses & bookings/
availabilty, contact <Roger@skyoutparagliding.com> or
<Jocky@JockySanderson.com>.

April
Dalby Big Air

6 to 12 April 2014
Dalby Aerodrome, Dalby, QLD. AA sanction, practice: 5 April.
Dalby HG Club invites you to a week of great flying at the
Big Air. All pilots MUST hold an aerotow endorsement, have
previous aerotow experience and be current HGFA members.
Entry fee is $425 and includes all tows (including practice
day), the famous Dalby Big Air hat, polo shirt and presentation
dinner. A $50 non-refundable deposit is required to register
and secure a place. To register please email Annie at <annie.
bruce@bigpond.com> for details on how to pay your deposit.
NOTE: Registration will close on Friday 7 March 2014, so get
in early to secure a spot. Organiser: Bruce Crerar, ph: 0418
711821 <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>, [www.nhgc.asn.au].

Flatter Than The Flatlands
18 to 21 April 2014 (Easter)

Birchip, VIC. Hang glider pilots are invited to the 22nd Flatter
than the Flatlands cross-country towing competition. The
event will be conducted over the four-day Easter long
weekend. Entry fee is $80 and includes map, daily prizes,
presentation BBQ, scoring, goal beers and lots of fun. GPS and
parachute are required. Discounts are available for teams with
a first time pilot. Organiser: Wesley Hill, ph: 0408 305943 or
<wes.hill@yahoo.com.au>, [www.sacra.biz/fttf].
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S

uddenly the radio bursts into life and I hear Justin
warning me from the boat, “The wind has just
switched 180 degrees and it’s getting stronger.” “No
problem,” I reply, “we’ll land at the alternate landing zone.”
Two minutes later I receive another radio message,
this time from the ground crew, “You need to get down
now, it’s already 17kt and increasing…”
We had been boat towing at the lake since 9:30am.
Our primary goal for the weekend was SIV testing the
new 2013 Ozone and AirG wings, as well as a little acro
fun. It was a blue sky day with a light thermic breeze
from the south-west. Conditions had remained constant
all day, with moderate to strong thermic activity in the
afternoon. At 4pm I decided the last flight of the day
should be my cousin Seb’s first paragliding experience…
There was nil wind on the lake at the time of launch.
Facing the lake 30m in front of us, I say: “No wind, Seb,
we’ll have to forward launch and run.” He nervously
replies, “Bring it on.”
After a smooth tow, we release the tow line at
750m above the lake.
There are still big smooth
thermals to be had and
with the help of the dual
controls, Seb is circling
above the lake in 1.5m/s,
watching the Hunter
Valley landscape open
up around him. As we
approach 1400m, we can
see Muswellbrook in the
distance and I suggest a
little XC to finish off the
day. Seb declines the idea,
saying that the flight on
its own is adventurous
enough, and going XC
Deep spiral to get down
puts too much distance
between him, his tent and
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that cold crate of beers. That was our first bit of luck as
no more than five minutes later we received our first
warning regarding the sudden wind change.
After we receive the second warning from the ground
crew, I tell Seb that we have to descend immediately. At
our current height we are above the wind layer and fly
500m upwind of our new landing zone. I radio my wife
Claudia, who happens to be in the new LZ (and is an
ex-pilot), tell her of our plan and the possible need of
assistance on landing. We begin to spiral down to lose
height; I keep the tandem in a deep spiral, letting the
leading edge drop in and out of a nose down spiral for
Seb’s comfort. We pull out of the spiral 100m above the
lake and 60m upwind of our LZ.
Immediately we feel the 50km/h wind gusts and
with trimmers all the way out I am actively piloting
the tandem to keep it open, getting blown backwards
over the lake and into the landing zone. I radio Claudia,
describing exactly where we will be coming in and ask
her to be prepared to grab the brakes and help me
collapse/kill the wing after landing. We are now 30m
high, flying 5km/h backwards into the LZ. Seb, oblivious
to the seriousness of the situation, is waving to people
on the shore and all in all having a great time: It reminds
me that ignorance is bliss.
￼ I tell Seb to get into hang and be prepared to run
towards the wing once we land. As our feet touch the
ground, Claudia grabs the brakes and runs backwards at
the same time as I heave down on the C-risers. We are
dragged backwards for a couple of metres and come to a
stop – Claudia and I are amazed how well it worked while
Seb complains that it wasn’t a very smooth landing.
In hindsight, I don’t know if I should have done
anything differently. No one from the SkyOut team
expected or foresaw the sudden weather change and
it shocked all of us how quickly the wind velocity
increased after the change of direction. It’s frightening
to think what could have happened if I had not had an
experienced and professional team with me.

Seb thermalling above the lake

All pilots know and accept
that our sport is weather
dependent and that conditions
can change quickly. On this day,
there were no visual clues of a
sudden weather change or gust
front, nor had it been forecast.
The most important thing I
learned on this day is that if
you find yourself in a potentially
dangerous situation due to
Coming into
weather or other environmental
land backwards
factors (cloud suck, gust front,
rain shower, etc), you must
make a decision and act on it. To
do nothing and freeze or delay making a decision turns
a potentially dangerous situation into a potentially life
threatening situation. Had I waited another five minutes
to descend, I would have found myself landing into 65
to 70km/h winds (The wind stayed at +65km/h for
the next five hours).
This experience has
reminded me that no
matter how prepared
you are, and regardless
of the instruments you
carry, the weather is
constantly changing
and it’s up to you to
stay vigilant and assess
your environment.

You can see the full
video of this flight at
the SkyOut Paragliding
Facebook page or
at
[http://youtu.
be/36nx26sk1yw].

Seb thermalling to 1400m
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Tasmanian HG & PG Association

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

All clubs please check details in this section carefully

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
John Twomey & 0417 644633 < john.twomey@

hgfa.asn.au> <manager.operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager
Trene Randles & 03 9336 7155 <office@hgfa.
asn.au> <trene.randles@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲➲ For information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

HGFA Committee
of Management
Pres: Greg Lowry <president@hgfa.asn.au>
<greg.lowry@hgfa.asn.au> & 0400 759105.
V-Pres: Brian Webb <vicepresident@hgfa.
asn.au> <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au> & 0417
530972.
Sec: Sun Nickerson <secretary@hgfa.asn.au>
<sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au> & 0466 399850.
Trs: Brett Coupland <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>,
<brett.coupland@hgfa.asn.au>.

States

All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association

LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT
0200; [www.acthpa.org]. Pres:
Alistair Dickie <alnrelly@gmail.
com> 0422 970408; V-Pres: Nic
Welbourn <nic@corinbank.com>;
Trs: Alun Mills <almills@iinet.
net.au>; Sec: Zhenshi van der Klooster
<zhenshi@mac.com>; Committee: Howard
Taylor <howardtaylor.ad@gmail.com>; Steve
Foggett <steve.foggett@homemail.com.au>;
Meetings: 1st Tue/month 7.30pm Canberra
Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930
142 <ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Grant Bond 0432 963595 <grantbond006@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec: Peter Kovesi 0432 629
315 <pk@peterkovesi.com>; Trs: Greg Lowry
0400 759105 <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; Club
Reps: Simon Shuttleworth (Albany), Mark Wild
(Sky Pirates), Mike Duffy (Western Soarers),
Rick Williams (Hill Flyers), Mark Stokoe (Dust
Devils); Non-Club Rep: Chris Bennet.

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ray Firth
<president@nswhpa.org>; V-Pres/PO: Nir
Eshed <Vice-President@nswhpa.org>; Sec:
Sherree Adams <Secretary@nswhpa.org>;
Trs: Graeme Cran <treasurer@nswhpa.org>;
Committee: Brett Coupland, Tony Dennis,
Chris Clements, Ralf Gittfried, Dawson Brown,
David Holmes.

North Queensland State Association

Peter Allen <peter.allen@hgfa.asn.au>.

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang
glidingclub. org>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech 0427
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

Board Members:
Alex Jones <alex.jones@hgfa.asn.au>.
Grant Cassar <grant.cassar@hgfa.asn.au>.
Matthew Fox <matthew.fox@hgfa.asn.au>.

PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>.
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PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [www.
thpa.org.au]. Pres: Keith Wales 0407 516845
<giligan42@hotmail.co.uk>; V-Pres: Ramon
Brasnja 0419 652693 <beatclepto@hotmail.
com>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane 0418 146137
<robsteane@netspace.net.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Rob van der Klooster 0408 335
559 <president@vhpa.org.au>; Sec: Stephen
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.au>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au; SO: Kevin Grosser
0419 022225 <safetyofficer@vhpa.org.au;
Site Dev. Officer: Mark Pike 0408 801356
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Brian Webb 0417 530972 <brianmwebb@
alpineinfotech.com.au>; Jan Bennewitz (Web
master) 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Anthony Meechan 0407 163796
<meeks65@yahoo.com.au>; Nigel Streeter
<nstreeter@bigpond.com>.

Clubs

Contacts

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA <sahga.
exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Stuart McClure
0428 100796; Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward
0408 808436.

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required
to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.

HGFA

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.

[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Kacper
Jankowski <KJankowski@ccia.
unsw.edu.au>; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
0421 376680 <forbesy@virgin
broadband.com.au>; Sec: Alexander
Drew 0423 696677 <revant01@
yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Allan Bush (HG SSO)
<bethandallan@bigpond.com>,
0407
814524; Comps: Mark Stewart (PG SO)
<artik_mark@yahoo.com.au>, 0421 596345,
Comp: 2nd & last Sunday of each month.
Meetings: Contact committee.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Rod Burke
0401 923923 <president@centralcoast
skysurfers.com>; V-Pres: Javier Alvarez 0418
116681 <vice president@centralcoastsky
surfers.com>; Sec: Geoff Bednal 0418 468
065 <secretary@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>; Trs: Andrew Burchell 0403 772563
<treasurer@centralcoast>skysurfers.com>,
SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <media@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>, John Harriott
0412 442705 <nationalparks-liaison@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>. Meetings: 1st
Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya
Ave, Erina.

Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club

6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486 <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael Porter
0415 920444; SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.
[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@
gmail.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

Pres: Stephen Robertson 0457 123102;
V-Pres: Krizzo Becker 0420 479008; Sec/Trs:
Paul Cox 0421 072897.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02
67856545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, V-Pres/
Sec: Darryl Gledden 0408 281454; Trs: Bob Smith
0428 317735 <bobskisan@gmail.com>, SSOs:
Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG), Willi Ewig 02
67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net> (WM), SO:
Gaynor Shoeman (PG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc

11 Grenadines Way, Bonny Hills NSW 2445 <www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au>. Pres: Derek
Lotter 0410 640519 <derek.lotter@gmail.
com>; V-Pres: Lincoln Streatfield 0416 174527,
Sec/Trs: Liz Moore 0409 360062. SSO: Chris
Rogers 02 65555178. Site info: Derek Lotter
0410 640519 or Chris Rogers 0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

93 Wommara Ave, Belmont Nth NSW 2280;
[www.nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dawson Brown
0429 675475 <president@nhgc.asn.
au>; V-Pres: Gary Herman 0401 772289
<vicepresident@nhgc.asn.au>; Sec: James
Pallas <secretary@nhgc.asn.au>; Trs: Allan
McMillan 0400 637070 <treasurer@nhgc.
asn.au>; SOs: Coastal–Tony Barton 0412
607815, Inland–Scott Barrett 0425 847208,
John O’Donohue 02 49549084, PG–James
Thompson 02 49468680; Newsletter: David
Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.
au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; V-Pres: Robert Lackner 0407
934808 <rlackner@bigpond.net.au>; Sec:
Andrew Burchell 0403 772563 <andrew
burchell1@gmail.com>; Trs: Joshua Ludwick &
Adam Andrews; SSO: James Thompson 0418
686199 <jamesfly@gmail.com>. Meetings:
Last Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc

Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@gmail.
com>; V-Pres: Michael Lamb 0422 611318
<lamykiwi@optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gregory
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>.

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net]. Pres: Andrew Polidano 0442
8666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>; V-Pres:
Brian Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@
optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gavin Hartel; Trs:
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James McEwan 0437 368999 < nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; PR: Jan Smith 0438 876929
<jansmith.cloudnine@gmail.com>; Web:
Raven Dover Sites: Peter Wagner 0431 120
942, Col Rushton 0428 751379 <colin.
rushton@bigpond.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano
0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>.
Meetings: Byron Bay Services Club, 7pm, 1st
Fri/month.

NSW Sky Hawks

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Dennis 0418
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Adrian Clarke
<Adrian@helsbells.com.au>; V-Pres: Justin
Shaw <jkshaw@gmail.com>; Sec: Simon Wills
<swillsy@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Andrew
McCarthy <natmarks@tpg.com.au>; PO: Jeff
Hoffmann; SO: Mike Forwood; Web: Andrew
Shipley <andrewshipley@netspace.net.au>.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]; Pres/Trs: Peter Ffrench
0403 076149 <president@flystanwell.com>
<treasurer@flystanwell.com>; V-Pres: Fred
Smeaton 0402 808031; Sec: Mark Mitsos
0408 864083 <secretary@flystanwell.
com>; SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083
<SSO@flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au] <shgc
@live.com.au>. Pres: Lynette Black <lynette
black@hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Vicki Cain
<moyes@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne
<bwynne@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: John Selby
<johnselby@idx.com.au>; SSO: Doug Sole; SO:
Ken Stothard. Meetings: Juniors@the Junction,
Anzac Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Georges Magnan 0412
062602 <georges.magnan@molnlycke.
com>; V-Pres: Greg Hurst 0417 908496
<greghurst@optusnet.com.au>;
Sec:
Monique Zimany; Trs: Rob Middleton 0403
760588 <rrmiddleton@gmail.com>; SSO-PG:
David Holmes 0408 366505 <ny_studios@
hotmail.com>; SSO-PPG: Brett Coupland 0409
162616 <brett@ppgaustralia.com>; SSO-HG:
Rohan Taylor 0425 268080 <rohantaylor@
yahoo.com>. Meeting: Harbord Bowling Club,
Bennett St, Freshwater, 7pm, 1st Tue/month
(except January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark <maxi
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dog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee:
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Rod Flockhart 0412 882639
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres: Ken Hill
0418 188655 <vicepresident@chgc.asn.au>;
Sec: Mark Kropp 0416 181915 <secretary@
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Hana Krajcova 0424 257
381 <treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc

C/O Shayne Towers-Hammond, 3 Waterline
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres/SSO:
Shayne Towers-Hammond 0424 544148
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill
Gonch; Trs: Fraser Strain; SOs: Fraser
Strain, Kent Gosden; CFI: Jean-Luc Lejaille
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Conondale Cross-Country Club

[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Shane
Gingell 0417 619167 <fly@SEQparagliding.
com>; V-Pres: James Barr 0400 774153
<jimmibarr@gmail.com>; Sec: Brett Jensen 0417
792840 <jeno72au@yahoo.com>; Trs: Dave Todd
0400 774153 <Chameleon076@gmail.com>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs:
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc

PO Box 76, Duaringa QLD 4712. Pres: Paul
Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902
<Timothy.J.Osborn@bigpond.com.au>

Fly Killarney Inc

[http://fly-killarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; V-Pres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581; <para
glidingsunshinecoast.com>. Pres: John Vasta
<president@paraglidingsunshinecoast.
com>; V-Pres & SSO (HG): Dave Cookman 0427
498753; Trs: Mike Edgson; Sec: Paul Green
0412 376719; SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille
0418 754157, 07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

[www.wickedwings.com.au]. V-Pres: Adrian
Palfrey 0408 341181 <adrianpalfrey@
hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Joe Colfs 0422 587636
<joe_colfs@hotmail.com>; Trs: Craig Dunn;
Sec: Lachlan Weeks 0418 933570 <Lachlan.
weeks@yahoo.com.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres: Richard Binstead
0422 956967 <rbinstead@gmail.com>.

Victoria
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dave Moore
0432 152101 <Dave.moore@gmail.com>;
Sec: Peter Cass 0422 246326 <P_J_Cass@
yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Noel Bear 0425
801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>; SSO:
Peter Holloway 0408 526805 <Info@
freedomairsports.com.au>; Committee: Merv
Dannefaerd, Brad Howarth, Brett Huggan &
Johannes Straub. Meetings: 3rd Wed/month,
Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Rd, Hawthorn East
VIC 3123.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

Pres: John Chapman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@gmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466 440
049 <secretary@nevhgc.net>; Committee:
Bill Brooks, Alex Morgan, John Seltin; SSO:
Karl Texler 0428 385144; Meetings: [nevhgcmembers-forum@googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org].
Pres: Chris Noye <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; V-Pres: Alister Johnson <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Trs: Matthew
Gruba <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Sec: Stephen McCulloch <sec@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; M’ship: Paul
Larkin <mem@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Nov Rep: Peter Kemeny <nov@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Web: Romann
Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;
Committee: Tania Roullet. Meetings: 1st Wed/
month 7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson
St, Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]
Pres: Chris Bullen <president@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; V-Pres: Tony Batson <vicepresident@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>;
Sec: Steve Bell <secretary@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; Trs: Dean Marriott <treas
urer@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>;
Editor: Trevor Lane <trevor@teknological.
com.au>; Web: Steve Bell <web
master@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>.

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Phillip Campbell 0438 428569
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; V-Pres: Greg
Beglehole 0419 889153 <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Nicky Shalders; Trs:
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will
Faulkner. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia
Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA
6051. Pres/SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971
<rmerigan@paraglidewesternaustralia.com.
au>; V-Pres/SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
Meetings: Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475;
Sec: Jarod Dashwood <jarod.dashwood@gmail.
com. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe <wrx2002@
iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennet 0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls
0417 690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397,
Dave Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held
on site during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au>
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465;
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Microlight Club Inc.

Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres:
Keith Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey
0428 504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408
949004.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs:
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs:
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull,
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings:
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].
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New South Wales

Big Data and
Incident Reporting

Australia Wide Services

S

orry to play the buzzword card again, but
I now have at least 30% of potential readers
interested in reading this article, because
according to a recent survey*, about 30% of
paraglider pilots work in ‘IT’ and might be familiar
with the term ‘Big Data’.
But there is actually no Big Data to talk about
when it comes to analysing incidents and accidents,
because our sport is not that common, and when
there are incidents or accidents, they are not always
reported. Think of how many incidents we read about
in the forums, or even watch on youtube, that do not
appear in the AIRS system for many months, if ever.
The main point of this article is to encourage pilots
to regard the reporting of incidents and accidents as
a normal process, just like doing pre-flight checks.
Imagine the following process we could adopt:
➲ Plan the day’s flying (batteries charged, check
weather, check airspace charts, etc.)
➲ Pre-flight checks (leg straps, chest strap, knots, etc.)
➲ At the end of the day: Did anything go wrong?
If so, log it.
The following points list the problems of the past,
and why pilots were reluctant to report issues and
the hope for the future.

Certified Paraglider
Repairer
Testing & Repairs
➲➲ Comprehensive testing
and repairs to all
paragliders
➲➲ Fully equipped service and
repair agents for: Advance,
Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para,
Niviuk, Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing,
UP
➲➲ Full written report
➲➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲➲ Parachute repacking
➲➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia, New
Zealand and Asia
➲➲ Prompt turnaround

Rainbow Paragliding•APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best, our CFI
Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding Champion)
has been involved in paragliding since 1990 & instructing
for over 10 years.

Courses

➲➲ Introductory & HGFA licence course
➲➲ Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
➲➲ SIV courses
➲➲ Tow courses
➲➲ XC tandem flights
➲➲ Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Paragliding Repair Centre

➲➲ Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rain
bow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
➲➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
➲➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
➲➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]
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➲	Online IRIS system was never ideal, paper forms
were inadequate;
➲ Culture of not reporting – laziness, embarrassment,
inadequate tools;
➲ Someone needs to take ownership. Our sport is run
mostly by volunteers.

HGFA Document Map System

The Present – Positive Steps

HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

The Past – Several Issues

Advertising Index

Professional Paragliding

➲➲ Tandem Introductory Flights
➲➲ Paragliding Courses and Certifications
➲➲ Pilot Development Clinics
➲➲ Free Introduction course
➲➲ Tandem Endorsements
➲➲ Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Mary River, QLD
Photo: Kev McNally
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Icom		

IFC

Manilla Paragliding – Ascent

15

Manilla Paragliding – Axess 3

19

Manilla Paragliding – Flying Accessories

25

Moyes Gliders – Malibu 2

BC

Natalie’s Travel Insurance

17

Paragliding Headquarters – 5W UHF Radio

9

Paragliding Repair Centre

25

Warren Windsports

25

XC-mag – Cross Country magazine
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Accidents & Incidents

Schools & Maintenance

Victoria

➲ N ew online AIRS system which we now control with
ongoing improvements being made;
➲ An improving culture of reporting, but with a long
way yet to go;
➲ Several people getting involved, but probably still
really needing someone to take ownership.

The Future – A Better World
➲ R eporting of incidents and accidents will be regarded
as a normal part of our training, flying and culture.
Just as we do pre-flight checks, reporting will be
a normal thing we all think of doing;
➲ Capture, analysis and presentation of data will
be comprehensive;
➲ HGFA will have a world-class Accident & Incident
system for tracking and improving safety.
You can view the incidents and accident reports
at [www.hgfa.asn.au/] (click at top right).
The AIRS online system is still fairly new and has
scope for improvement, so start using it and provide
feedback.
Grant Sacko

*An uncontrolled online survey conducted by Skyhigh
Paragliding Club and to be taken with a grain of salt.
December 2013 | January 2014

December 2013 | January 2014
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Pay It Forward

Larger car-based kit – Price ~$45
Quantity Item

An act of altruism started a ‘pay it forward’ tradition and
inspired me to start a project of my own: First aid kits
personalised for the needs of hang and paraglider pilots the
world over.
by Matt Smith, Senior Safety Officer ACTHPA

The Initial Inspiration
About five years ago, at the Corryong competition, a
pilot asked me why I didn’t have a safety knife. A quick
lecture on the importance of one when flying near water
or when towing followed. Then he handed me a hook
knife, told me to put it on my harness and said, “Pay me
when you can.”
That blew me away – here was this total stranger
who cared enough to make sure that every pilot had a
hook knife just in case they needed it. Oh, and by the
way, thanks Hamish.
I’ve tried to continue his tradition and so far have
placed about 100 of these knives into the Australian
paragliding and hang gliding community. I sell them at
cost price – I order in bulk and pass on the discount
– and am very pleased to say that one such knife has
been used ‘in anger’ by a pilot who had a tow bridle
malfunction in a very nasty way. Thankfully, she used
the knife to cut through the tow bridle and flew on
without injury.

Diversifying The Effort
A recent spate of accidents, both here in Canberra and by
people I know around the country, made me decide that I
needed to up the game. So the idea for a dedicated flying
first aid kit was born.
While many people carry first aid kits, these often
contain band aids, tweezers, etc, and are intended for
minor injuries only – not the major trauma we are likely
to see in our sport.
I wanted to design a kit specifically for treating what
we pilots tend to suffer – blunt trauma injuries, typically
from hitting the ground or other objects with significant
force on launch or landing. This tends to result in broken
bones, large open wounds and sometimes spinal injuries.
As an army reserve medic, I had some idea of what
I wanted and designed an initial kit, then gathered
feedback. I questioned paramedics, St John’s Ambulance
trainers and asked for feedback on various paragliding
forums. If you would like to read more detail on the
feedback, head to [www.paraglidingforum.com] and
search for the word ‘trauma’, it should be the first hit.
It was pretty exciting to get feedback from an amazing
variety of people, like professional EMT (Emergency
Medical Techncian) instructors, paramedics and doctors.
My next challenge was to keep the kit relatively
small and the cost down – remembering that pilots can
be a funny bunch, happy to spend $1000 on a reserve,
but $150 on a medical kit… no way!
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Saving Lives:

in plastic to protect it and the car can have a first aid
sticker on the window so pilots can easily identify a car
with a kit.

Since my main goal was to save lives, keeping the
kits small and cheap increased the chance of eventually
getting one into every pilot’s car – now that’s something
I’d love to see! With this dream fulfilled, in the (unlikely)
event of an emergency – there would always be a kit on
hand. Surely this is something we could all work towards
together.
Here in Canberra, the ACTHPA has started the ball
rolling, by paying for 10 of these kits to be kept
in cars of members who have first aid training (our
association also subsidises St John’s Ambulance courses
for members). Maybe this is something other clubs and
associations will consider doing.
My aim in sharing the kit online within the flying
community is to encourage other individuals and clubs
to aquire one without having to go through the same
amount of research I did.
And while I was compiling this kit, I also put one
together one for individual pilots to carry with a focus
on what you may need if you land out.

Paragliding & Hang Gliding
Trauma Kit
The purpose of this kit is to keep someone alive in the
event they hit hard. Stop any bleeding, protect the
neck, etc. This kit will be shrink-wrapped to protect the
contents so it can easily be kept under the front seat of
a car and remains protected until required.
For a video demonstrating the use of the neck collar
go to [www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyZ38DeQZTY]. St
John’s Ambulance training can also run a session on the
collar and proper application.

1
1
2
1
6
1
2
1
2
2
2

Emergency Blanket
Heavy Crepe Bandage 7.5cm
Heavy Crepe Bandages 10cm
Resuscitation Pocket Mask - Single Use
Surgical Gloves
Trauma Dressing Pad 20 x 75cm
Triangular Bandage – Fabric
Universal Bandage Shears
Wound Dressing #13
Wound Dressing #14
Wound Dressing #15

Optional:
$35
$26
$158

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue will
be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@hgfa.
asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one
month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission of the
classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for
prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verification) and the State under which you would like the classified
placed. (Note that the above does not apply to commercial operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but
will be charged at usual advertising rates.)

Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Laerdal Stifneck Adjustable Collar
36 inch SAM Splint
SAM Pelvic Sling II

Paragliders & Equipment

Bi Golden Tandem orange/blue, 180 hrs, incl. tandem & solo
risers & spreader – $1500. Contact: Jeff & 0416 291545 or
<jeff@survivalsolutions.com.au>.

Small kit version (flight deck size) – Price ~$40
Quantity Item
1
Emergency Blanket – Silver
1
Heavy Crepe Bandage 10cm
1
Small torch with batteries
1
Whistle
1	27m nylon cord (in case of being stuck in a tree,
lower down to attach and bring up climbing rope)
1	3m webbing tie-down strap (used to secure yourself
in case of a tree landing)

Airborne Outback 912 T2-6327, with new Arrow wing, 20 hrs
on wing, 190 hrs on base. Microair radio, log books. Located at
Maitland. Contact: Peter & 0438 056279 (NSW).

$35

Hook knife

If you are flying over water or in windy conditions
consider attaching a hook knife to your harness shoulder
strap. The one above is substantially better than the
plastic ones commonly used.

If you would like more information (or have any
suggestions) on ordering either the car or harness kit,
please email me at <matt.taet@gmail.com>.

A Handbook for Australian
Hang Glider & Paraglider Pilots

Waiting in line at the
Forbes Big Spring comp
Photo: Raphael Masters

Hang Gliders & Equipment

Airborne Edge X, Rotax 582, 100 hrs, three-blade Bolly prop,
Streak 2B wing, 15 months young, Tungra tyres, Microair radio,
two headsets & helmets, rego on registered trailer, new fuel
tank & new paint, looks new. Extras: fuel tank & wheel spats.
$18,500 ono. Contact: Glenn & 0409 726253 (Mackay, QLD).

A primer for Supervised, Intermediate
& Advanced theory HGFA exams
[www.tiliquabooks.com.au]
Trauma kit with neck brace and splint

Litespeed S3.5, very good condition, carbon outer LE/dive struts/
battens, PX sail, Zoom frame, Fast speedbar, 110 hrs, wires 30
hrs, spare basebar/battens/tip wands – asking $5,600, based
in Perth, but could bring for you to fly compat Corryong, VIC, 5 to
11 January. Contact: Vic & 0429 039006 (WA).
Lightspeed 2005 model, ex Jamie Cannon, in very good condition, low hrs, asking price, $3500. Contact: Ken Stothard
<kstothar@optusnet.com.au>.

Microlights & Equipment

Trauma kit

General Classifieds
Poliglide

Optional:

Larger (Car) Kit Version
All regular flyers with St John’s first aid currency should
carry one of these in the car and, if possible, also store
one in a locked box at each site. The kit will be sealed

UP Pico XXS Wing green & white – $1500, small full face
helmet – $100, UP Nanga harness, small – $400, Apco Mayday
16 reserve chute, lightweight version, never deployed –
$500, plus glider bag, booklets & repair kit. The glider has
the lightweight riser set-up. Great hike & fly set-up. All like
new with 5 hrs airtime. Contact: Ashley & 0488 713959,
Sunshine Coast, QLD.

Pilot kit contents

Packed pilot kit
December 2013 | January 2014

Airborne Edge Executive red trike, new blue & red Streak 2B wing
with cover, 582cc water cooled, silencer, four-bladed Brolga
prop, incl. trailer, covers, radio, GPS, headsets – $11,900.
Contact: Jeff & 0416 291545 or <jeff@survivalsolutions.
com.au>.
December 2013 | January 2014

Kangook.com

XT912 SST Tundra 2009, T2-6232, two new Flycom helmets
with intercom, Microair radio, training bars, landing light, bar
mitts, high windscreen, engine cover, all manuals, 385 hrs,
awesome trike to fly in excellent condition – $39,999, located
at Dixons Creek, VIC. Contact: Steve & 0419 879340 or 03
97290055 (w).
Airborne XT 912 Tourer 2007 model, 578 hrs, Streak 3 wing,
excellent condition, Microair 760 VHF radio, helmets with
Lynx headsets/intercom, Punkinhead covers, full service
history – $34,000. Contact: Ken & 0412 512457 or <kenj@
jelfor.com.au>.

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ron & 0403 975041.

Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA
SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA
SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].

Cyclone conrod bearing clearance tester, suit Rotax 582, used
once – $50, plus delivery $15. Contact: Greg & 0434 284715.
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